
Tork Wipers vs Traditional Rags

Spend more time producing,  
less time cleaning

Reduce cost 
and improve 
efficiency
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If you’re still using traditional  
rags for wiping and cleaning,  
Tork products can offer you 
measurable improvement
Small changes can add up. Save a few seconds here or 
a few cents there and soon you’ll have a real competitive 
advantage. The right tools could be the difference. 

Tork cleaning cloths provide real, production-line advantages you can test. They’re 
always consistent in quality and size, and are more effective using less energy to 
do the job . Unlike rags, Tork cleaning cloths are specifically designed for the job  
– with no risk of surprises that can slow routine maintenance or delay production.

Is it time to retire your old rags? Read on. We’ll show you how the Tork range 
of cleaning cloths and convenient dispensers can help you realize performance 
efficiencies that your good-old rags can’t deliver. We’ll show you why customers 
like you are switching to Tork. 

Saving time  
adds value

We make a range of professional wipes for wiping, cleaning and polishing. Each one is designed for a specified task yet 
versatile enough for multi-purpose use. But like all tools, Tork wipers are designed to do the job right, time after time, without 
the risk of damaging equipment or your finished product. Consistency is key. Quality and performance never vary.

With the best wiper for the job selected and a handy  dispenser nearby, your people save energy for what  matters: production. 
No time is wasted going back and forth searching for the right one.

Do you have the right tool for the job?

Save time for 
the work that 
adds value 

- Improve workstation  
 productivity 

- Reduce workplace clutter 

- Minimize downtime

“ It’s simple. I make money making 
valves, not cleaning. A trusty cleaning 
cloth helps me and my machine get 
back to work faster.” 
 Mike Getoor, Leadman, Richards Industries, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Tests confirm our promise
We asked an independent research company to define some real tough tasks to test the performance of our cloths versus 
rags. The results were significant: less time and less solvent were used with Tork, less energy, too. These tests confirm our 
promise: Tork cleaning cloths can save you money and speed up your tasks so you can be ready sooner for production. 

We wanted to test the limits of our cloths and measure the energy it took to master an even tougher task. A test 
using asphalt mixed with grease was prepared by the Swerea Research Institute. When this tough task was done, 
Tork cloths required up to 20% less energy to do the same job**. So not only do our cloths outperform rags, they 
even make tough jobs easier.  

up to 
32%  
less time* 

up to 

40%  
less solvent*

181sec

55ml

172sec

56ml

117sec

33ml

Cotton rags

Cotton rags

Mixed rags

Mixed rags

Tork Heavy Duty Cleaning Cloths

Tork Heavy Duty Cleaning Cloths

Cleaning time in seconds

Used amount of solvent (ml)

Tork wins over rags

The toughest tasks are easier with Tork 

easy tough

up to 
20%  
less energy** 

* Test one: Removing paint that had dried for 4 minutes from a metal surface 
60 x 90 cm with the aid of a solvent, white spirit. The paint, alkyd based 
primer, was applied by a roller. Panel participants started off by using 10 ml 
solvent and were able to add more solvent into the cloth in steps of 5 ml  
per occasion. Cotton rags and mixed rags were compared to Tork Heavy- 
Duty Cleaning Cloths. Panel test conducted by Swerea Research Institute, 
Sweden, 2014.

* *Test two: Removing 10 g of a mix of asphalt 2/3 and grease 1/3 that had dried 
for 1 hour, from a metal surface 60 x 90 cm with the aid of a degreaser, CRC 
brake degreaser. After the task, panel participants were asked to evaluate the 
energy/work needed on a 1–4 scale with perceived energy being; 1) very easy, 
2) easy, 3) tough, 4) very tough. Cotton rags and mixed rags were compared 
to Tork Heavy Duty  Cleaning Cloths and Tork Industrial Heavy-Duty Cleaning 
Cloths. Panel test conducted by Swerea Research  Institute, Sweden, 2014.

3.2
3

2.4

Cotton rags

Mixed rags

Tork Heavy Duty Cleaning Cloths

Energy 

2.2Tork Industrial Heavy-Duty Cleaning Cloths
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Create less waste.  Add more value.
Pound for pound, Tork cleaning cloths work smarter.  
One rag weighs an average of eight times as much as one Tork Industrial Cleaning Cloth. They both can do the same job. 
Switch to Tork and your waste handling costs can be reduced by up to 80%. 

Box versus bundle, packages of Tork cloths are easier to manage and store: Compressed bundles of rags use more than 
4.5 times the space (when opened, even more). 

When you add the operator’s time and solvent costs saved as well, you can see how Tork cleaning cloths can save time, 
money and energy while helping to minimize  environmental impact. 

up to 

80%
less waste and 
handling cost

=
Rags use 4.5  
times more space
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Tools are a source of pride for many workers. Put a better tool in a worker’s hands and they’ll do a better job. The 
same goes for their workplace. A well-organized environment with well-maintained machines inspires productivity 
and improves quality – that’s real value your customers will pay for. 

Tork Industrial wiping and cleaning systems raise the bar. They help minimize downtime to increase output – so 
you’re ready to be more competitive. Ask your colleagues to test and compare Tork purpose-made industrial tools to 
working with rags. When everything is evaluated, the advantages for people and profits will be clear. 

Improve workplace functionality 
– for people and profits
Today’s lean manufacturing principles are making workplaces safer and more 
efficient.

If you’re working with 5S, a workplace organization method which  aims to 
create a functional, visually organized workplace that inspires productivity 
– then Tork systems, cleaning cloths and dispensers, can help you make a 
difference. 

If rags are your standard, now is the time to challenge that standard and 
develop better methods. We can help you do more to reduce cost, improve 
efficiency and improve safety with a clean, orderly, more efficient working 
environment. 

Are you ready to test the Tork system?

Turn preparation  
time into 
production time

Put us  
to the test 
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Mobile Wall mounted

Tork Floor Stand
SKU 6520281

Tork Wall Stand
SKU 6521281

Tork Folded Wiper/
Cloth Dispenser:  
SKU 654021, 6540281

Tork Maxi Centerfeed 
Dispenser:  
SKU 653020, 653028

Cleaning
Tork Cleaning Cloth 
Tork Cleaning Cloth is a soft and flexible multi-
purpose cloth that quickly absorbs liquids and 
oil. The cloth provides a professional cleaning 
result thanks to our excelCLEAN® wiper 
technology.

SKU 
510104

SKU 
510137 

SKU 
510175A

Tork Heavy-Duty Cleaning Cloth 
This strong and absorbent multipurpose cloth 
works with most solvents. It is designed to 
protect your hands from heat and metal scraps. 
The cloth provides a professional cleaning 
result thanks to our excelCLEAN® wiper 
technology.

SKU 
530104

SKU 
530137

SKU 
530178

SKU 
5301755 

SKU 
5301505

Tork Industrial Cleaning Cloth 
Soft and flexible for light-to-medium tasks. 
Excellent in tight spaces. Ideal for oil and 
grease. Made with tork exelCLEAN® for faster 
professional results

 
 

SKU 
520304  

SKU 
520337  

SKU 
520678   

SKU 
520371 

Tork Industrial Heavy-Duty Cleaning Cloth 
Our thickest and strongest cloths. Protects 
hands from heat and metal. High absorption ca-
pacity. Made with Tork exelCLEAN® for quicker,  
professional results

SKU 
570104

SKU 
570137

SKU
570478 

Tork wipers and dispensers

Visit www.torkusa.com for more dispenser options and wiper qualities.
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Mobile Wall mounted

Tork Floor Stand
SKU 6520281

Tork Wall Stand
SKU 6521281

Tork Folded Wiper/
Cloth Dispenser:  
SKU 654021, 6540281

Tork Maxi Centerfeed 
Dispenser:  
SKU 653020, 653028

Cleaning (continued)

Tork Low-Lint Cleaning Cloth 
A low-lint, flexible and drapable cloth that 
works well with solvents, detergents and disin-
fectants. Multipurpose. Handles most cleaning 
tasks

SKU 
192479  

SKU 
192475  

Tork Industrial Low-Lint Cleaning Cloth
An extremely low-linting, flexible and drapable 
cloth with anti-static properties that works well 
with solvents, detergents and disinfectants.

SKU 
192578

ShopMax Hand Cleaner Bucket
Convenient solution and time savings – clean 
hands are just a wipe away for on the go on site 
professionals since no added water or cleanser 
is required.

SKU 
192592  

ShopMax Multi surface Bucket 
Convenient solution and time savings – surfaces 
are just a wipe away for on the go on site 
professionals since no added water or cleanser 
is required.

SKU 
192594    

Wiping
Tork Industrial Paper Wiper
A paper with excellent absorbency and wet 
strength that efficiently handles industrial spills, 
while being soft enough for glass cleaning.

SKU 
13244101  

SKU  
440278 

SKU  
440245A 

Polising
Tork Polishing Cloth
Soft and flexible. Precision fabric holds and 
releases polishing agents. Professional results 
without leaving a trace

SKU 
197478   

Get professional results faster compared to rags and rental shop towels by using our exelCLEAN® cloths. Tests prove that 
with exelCLEAN®, our patented foam-spun technology you can:

 -  Save time – go from cleaning & preparation to production faster

 -  Use less solvent – save money, reduce solvent exposure and waste

 -  Spend less energy – make work easier, finish cleaning tasks sooner

 -  Trust fresh-from-the-box quality – feel safe, confident, get right to the task.

Tork cleaning cloths with exelCLEAN® outperform textiles

Sign up for a test so your workers will have the chance to evaluate 
our products. Contact your Tork representative.

Contact

Tork wipers and dispensers 
(continued)

CCD-083 Facial Tissue CCD-084 Table Napkins CCD-085 Kitchen TowelsCCD-082 Toilet Tissue CCD-086 Hand Towels

Alternate Smaller
Logo Usage
(Use correct corresponding
certi�cation number)

SCA / UL/EcoLogo Graphic Standard

Product made with
100% recycled �ber

A.

Product made with
minimum XX% PC content

B.

Product made with 100% recycled
�ber minimum XX% PC content

C.

SCA / Recycle Logo Graphic Standard

Listed on Spec:       Use icon:
Yes    A
Yes-XX% Min PC  B
Yes-100%-XX% Min PC C



How else can we help?  
Get in touch to talk  
about your business.

torkusa.com or tork.ca 
1 866 722 8675 
torkusa@essity.com
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